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YOUTH

Non-Pacific teachers don't
understand our language

or culture - they can't
relate to us.

WE CAN DO WITH LESS...

WHAT SHOULD BE DIFFERENT

FOR THE NEXT GENERATION? 

RACIAL STEREOTYPING
Often non-Pacific minded teachers see Maori
and Pacific students as gang affiliates, and
treat them as such.

UNDERSTANDING FROM OUR
TEACHERS

Non-Pacific minded teachers don't understand
(family obligations) 'things' that is going on
outside of the school environment, and the
struggles at home.

PACIFIC ROLE MODELS
There are not many Pacific role models for
young people to look up to, especially those
who don't have a mum or dad.

SUPPORT FROM OUR FAMILY
TO FOLLOW OUR OWN PATH

Our parents often have set ideas, or formula
and path/options already worked out for
children.

FINANCIAL PLANNING FOR
OUR PARENTS

Please teach our parents how to get money
and spend wisely, budget and use money for
childrens education, so they can get better
jobs - the whole family will be better off.

TIME IN THE ISLANDS TO
STRENGTHEN OUR IDENITY

Sometimes only one parent practices the
culture. And when you come from an ethnic
diverse family, the more pressure you are under
to learn both. Sending kids to the Islands will
help them to strengthen their identity.

APPROACHABLE PARENTS
It is hard to open up to our parents about
youth issues. We need to improve the
communication and relationships between
parents and young people. Often, parents have
too much pride.

APPRECIATION OF OUR
CULTURE

Our population will grow, and double in future,
so our language and culture will be vital, and
we should be proud of it. If we don't speak our
Pacific languages, there will be a disconnect
between us and our Island families.

INTEGRATION WITH OTHER
CULTURES

Responses or perceptions such as "I don't
think you can do that', or, "I am surprised that
you can do that...".

We have no-one to relate to at school, and
then we come home and our parents have
expectations, and that's the disconnect.

Maori and Pacific are always on Police Ten 7
(TV series) - it gives a negative message that
we are all like that.

The media always display negative stories
rather than positive stories. 

We may look
tough on the

outside but we're
really soft on the

inside - that's
what they don't

understand.

Pacific teachers better understand our
circumstances and help us to overcome
barriers, whereas Palagi teachers just send us
through the same old process. 

Pacific teachers take time to explain what to
do and to provide help, Palagi teachers just
tell us what to do, and move on.

It is hard to open up to parents and similarly
parents to us children. I want a deep
connection with my parents to carry their
values and culture.

Our parents always compare us to others.
They think it motivates us - but it doesn't. I
want to be connected to them - they are my
role models.

FINANCES

WHAT WORRIES YOU? 

Some of our parents are not
prioritising our education, money
goes to gambling and drinking, with
nothing left for computers or tools.

Fa'alavelave and big events such as
weddings and birthdays place a
financial burden on siblings.

Seeing parents struggle with money
is a big thing, and we try to look after
them. They've made a massive
sacrifice. I don't want to be at school
because I would rather want to get a
job to help look after my parents.

WE CAN DO WITH MORE...

TOO MUCH FAST FOOD

Obesity is an issue because we eat
too much take-aways and fast food.

LOSS OF PACIFIC IDENTITY

If you are Pacific but don't speak your
language, you're considered 'plastic' -
this motivates you to learn more
about your culture. 

"If you know too little, you're plastic,
if you know too much, you're a 'fob'.
There is a line between being plastic
or fob. You either know your culture
or you don't." 

"...I have peace in my heart when I see Palagi
and Tongans joining our Samoan Polyfest
Group to learn more about our culture. We
should all be like this, mix, and not just affiliate
with our own ethnic groups..."

WAYS TO BUILD OUR IDENTITY

Send kids to the Islands to
reconnect &  learn languages.

Share stories and take kids to
places of significance to their
culture.

Open cultural days or weeks
at school.
Face-to-face engagement -
digital or online gives people
the choice not to learn.

"...being able to speak our languages is important to carry our
culture on. It is in our genes...when we have children, we don't
want them to lose their identity..."


